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EDITORS’ LETTER

by Jeremy Hanson-Finger

Dear Dragnet Pals,

he other weekend I was at my friend Brian’s 

wedding in Kitchener. Brian and Jen were 

married in a church by a priest who talked 

at length about something she called “mar-

riagelove” (mawwiage . . . twue mawwiage). 

Jen’s dad gave his consent. Jen changed her 

last name to Brian’s. So, this was a wedding 

with respect for tradition. But Brian gave a 

thumbs up at the altar, and Jen high-ived 

him ater they kissed, and even the priest 

laughed, and as the wedding party let the 

church, the piano player played the over-

world theme for the video game Zelda.

And I thought—ater relecting on how 

it was one of the most moving wedding 

ceremonies I’ve atended—that this was a 

great example of what we’re trying to do 

with Dragnet. hat is, to acknowledge that 

there always are and should be elements of 

humour in every story. Even a story that 

my friends and their families held to have 

great weight, like a marriage that had been 

planned in painstaking detail, was deep-

ened and made more real by the addition 

of humour.

I teared up—yes, even your hardboiled 

Dragnet editors get, as Brian said in his 

speech at the reception, “a bad case of the 
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feels” sometimes—and I don’t think I would 

have if they hadn’t injected those moments 

of lightness. It’s what showed they were, 

as David Foster Wallace said (and we told 

you back in Issue 1), “real fucking human 

being[s].” Maybe it was the most important 

moment in their lives but that meant it de-

served to be treated with an element of hu-

mour.

And that’s how we feel about literature 

also. One conjoined twin losing his virgin-

ity while the other listens to his Walkman— 

Nadia Ragbar treats this with humor but 

no less pathos. A developmentally de-

layed man who labels all of the exhibits in 

his calculator museum as they relate to his 

sister— Catriona Wright knows we can’t 

help but laugh at times, but we can do so 

without denigrating the protagonist’s posi-

tion.

So, now that we’re on our ninth issue, we’re 

feeling really good about the fact that we’ve 

stuck to our mandate—to publish work that 

might be about serious topics, but always 

includes an element of humour— for almost 

three years. Although it is kind of funny that 

we started out saying that we were totally 

into iction that pushed the boundaries of 

form and then ended up taking almost ex-

clusively pieces with more traditional narra-

tive structures.

As Richard Ayoade’s character says in 

Dragnet favourite show Nathan Barley—

the savage satire of Vice magazine that also 

makes us feel deeply for Julian Barrat’s ev-

eryman writer—“keep it foolish!”

Jeremy Hanson-Finger

Editor

Dragnet Mag
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Excerpt, including text and illus-

trations, from Dial “M” For Morna 

by Evan Munday, © 2013 ECW Press. 

Used with permission from the 

publisher.

M
y Ouija board, though tech-

nically a board game from 

Hasbro—the same demonic 

occultists who brought you Pokémon and 

My Litle Pony—is in reality (or at least, ac-

cording to me and a lot of other experts) a 

sureire way to communicate with the spir-

its of the dead. To be honest, I’d never really 

used it before, because you’re supposed to 

do it with a few friends, and those had always 

been in short supply. But ater I watched that 

old movie The Craft and saw those wicked 

high-school witches set the heart-shaped 

pointer on that board of leters, numbers, 

and simple answers, it had jumped right to 

the top of my theoretical birthday list. I was 

kind of excited to use it. And even though I 

was forced to use it alone, I had high hopes 

it would have a million times more spirit- 

contacting power than, say, Boggle.

his was the plan:

1) Break into the Crooked Arms.

2) Use Ouija board to contact spirits of 

dead kids.

3) Ask dead kids how to properly resur-

rect them.

4) Go home. Later, do said thing to raise 

dead kids.

No sweat. Except, I was sweating. And 

given I wear a lot of black and am not go-

ing to be mistaken for an Olympic gym-

nast any time soon, that wasn’t strange. But 
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I was sweating more than I’d consider typi-

cal. I had no idea if using a Ouija board at 

Morna’s old boarding house would do any-

thing at all. Ater tonight, we were into 

waxing moon territory and I’d be unable 

to raise the dead kids until next month’s 

full moon. here was no real Plan B in this  

situation.

he Crooked Arms was at the sad end 

of a sad street named Turnbull Lane. he 

surround ing neighbourhood wasn’t one I’d 

been to oten, and my dad frequently warned 

me to avoid the area. More buildings were 

abandoned and falling into disrepair than 

weren’t. However, I was determined to be-

come familiar with it, if this was Morna’s 

old stompin’ (and dyin’) ground. I trudged 

through the mud puddles from the week-

end’s rainstorms, passing deserted storefront 

ater deserted storefront.

At Turnbull Lane’s end stood the 

Crooked Arms, facing an empty 

garbage- strewn lot. hree storeys 

tall, I could see where the building 

had picked up its name. he original car-

penters must not have had any levels or  

T-squares or whatever. Really, the wind 

seemed to be the only thing keeping the 

clapboard walls from toppling over. I won-

dered how Morna could have grown up 

here, if it had been as dilapidated when 

she’d slept inside. And it turns out I wasn’t 

even kidding about it being condemned: I 

noticed a large sign planted in the brown 

grass and weeds that revealed the house was 

scheduled for demolition early in January.

Geting into a soon-to-be-demolished 

building proved diicult. I had to hop over 

piles and piles of junk, and not just news-

papers or plastic botles—rusted old tricy-

cles and wooden skids, things I was prety 

sure I’d need a tetanus shot for if I stepped 

on them. Even the porch itself was a minor 

obstacle, with its roted wooden boards 

No old house was going 
to scare me away.
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encircled by a plastic orange fencework 

that warned of the ghostly walk-up’s loom-

ing demolition.

Signiicant warning signs aside, I knew I 

had to get inside the Crooked Arms to try 

contacting the dead kids through the Ouija 

board. Scary as the crumbling façade might 

have been, I’d been through worse. Heck, 

I’d been threatened by a crazed teacher at 

bayonet- point. No old house was going 

to scare me away. If I wanted the Ouija to 

work, I had to go inside. Inside was where 

the spirits would be, in theory.

I had to hoist myself (and my back-

pack) over the orange faux-chain-link plas-

tic fence, tumbling over it like an overfed 

hamster escaping its terrarium. Next I pro-

ceeded to the Crooked Arms’ front door, 

which to my surprise was slightly ajar. I’d 

kind of expected a lock on the door—that 

I’d need to break a window or shimmy down 

into a storm cellar— but instead I could just 

stroll right in. I tiptoed across the threshold, 

completely terriied that someone could be 

inside waiting for me. 

“Hello?” I sputered. If there was someone 

inside this deathtrap of a boarding house 

who planned to turn me into a lampshade 

or something, I’d rather know sooner than 

later. Not that a guy who turns people into 

lampshades is necessarily going to identify 

himself right away. 

Every time I think I’m prety clever and a 

semi-decent detective, something happens 

to prove just how wrong I am. Exhibit A: 

I forgot to pack a lashlight. In the gloomy 

I’m prety bad at judging the age of 
things, but I’d say everything inside the 
boarding house was a million years old.
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dark, I could barely see a thing. I stood there 

for a full three minutes until my eyes began 

to adjust and I could identify some shapes 

in the shadows. Luckily, breaking and en-

tering during a full moon provided some 

natural light. A short front hallway opened 

into a litle lobby-like area, complete with 

front desk and grandfather clock, both fes-

tooned with cobwebs like tinsel around a 

Christmas tree. I’m prety bad at judging 

the age of things, but I’d say everything in-

side the boarding house was a million years 

old. From the front lobby, heavy wooden 

doors led to separate rooms in both direc-

tions, and dead ahead, a wooden staircase, 

with steps collapsed and some altogether 

missing, led to the murk above. he strang-

est thing (aside from how many spiders now 

seemed to live in the building) was that all 

the furniture I could see—the desk, the 

clock, an armchair, even an umbrella stand 

by the stairs—was tagged with an orange 

receipt of some kind.

Were these things being sold before 

the place was demolished? Who would 

buy this collection of what seemed—neat 

grandfather clock aside—like future gar-

bage dump material? Despite the solid pile 

of dust that coated nearly everything, I 

could see that I wasn’t the only recent visi-

tor: there were footprints of dress shoes 

in the dust on the wooden loor. A small 

pile of broken botles had accumulated  

in the corner opposite the front desk, and 

above those shards of brown glass, a mes-

sage in a deep red: Asphodel Meadows.

“What’s Asphodel Meadows?” I asked 

no one in particular. You might find when 

there’s no one else around, you start talk-

ing to yourself. Especially in the dark. 

I’m pretty sure it’s totally normal. The 
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two-word phrase wasn’t the only writing 

on the wall. Above a vintage, candlestick-

shaped telephone on the front desk, three 

numbers had been written with a shaky 

hand: 735. I couldn’t have imagined a more 

cryptic room if I’d tried.

I glanced up the staircase, which as-

cended into charcoal darkness. If I had to 

guess how high it went up, I’d prob-

ably say forever, though from outside, 

the Crooked Arms was only three sto-

reys tall. Rather than travel upstairs, 

to greet whatever weirdness might be wait-

ing for me, I igured the irst loor was as 

good a place as any to conduct my séance.

Seting my backpack against the wall, I 

dropped to my knees and placed the board 

on the loor. he Ouija even gave that waxy 

new-board-game crack when I unfolded 

it. Placing the heart-shaped planchete in 

the middle of the board with my shivering 

hands, I began my séance of one. But before 

anything could happen or I could think of 

the right question to ask, my mind clouded 

over with a million worries: Should I have 

lit candles? Does a Ouija work with only 

one person’s hands? Should I be clearing 

my mind? (Fat chance of that happening.) 

Worries aside, nothing would happen if I 

couldn’t even decide on a question. I in-

haled sharply and just asked something re-

ally basic.

“Is somebody there?” I asked.

he planchete, to my total surprise, 

began to hum beneath my ingers, 

which I held very gingerly over its surface. 

I felt a prickle of terror travel up my arms. 

I’m not sure what I was expecting—this was 

Does a Ouija work with only 
one person’s hands? 
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what I wanted to happen, right? Before the 

indicator could slowly coast in one direc-

tion or another, the phone rang.

hat’s right, the million-year-old phone, 

caked in dust, rang.

he Ouija planchete stopped humming. 

Unfortunately, the phone didn’t stop ring-

ing. I scrambled to my feet and stared at the 

ancient telephone. Who could be calling 

here? If I stared at it long enough, would 

it just stop? Apparently not. On the tenth 

ring, I wrapped my sleeve around my hand 

and lited the phone’s receiver. Holding the 

base to my ear, I kept the mouthpiece far 

enough away from my lips (I hoped) that 

my hyperventilation couldn’t be heard.

“Is this October Schwartz?” a woman’s 

voice echoed.

I wasn’t going to say anything. Just listen. 

It could be the police, looking to identify 

the intruder, and I didn’t want to volunteer 

any information about myself. 

“Is this October?” it asked again, the voice 

a sandpaper whisper. How did she know my 

name? “Write.”

here was something weird about the 

voice. I couldn’t hear any background noise. 

Just the woman’s voice on its own.

“Wait, what? Who is this?”

“You must write!”

“Who are you?”

And the telephone line went dead.

N
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REVELATIONS

by Amanda Leduc

I
f you’re not careful, you’ll have six 

children. At least.”

Sharon will hear the words even 

before she’s in the room, her foot halfway 

across the threshold. The fortune teller, 

hunched over and washing her hands at a 

little white sink in the corner, will pause 

for effect, adjust the gold hoops in her ears 

and wait. Her hair will be dark and the air 

will be thick with lavender and sweat.

Sharon will clear her throat and step 

closer, note the melting candles, the dusty 

shawls that reach down from the ceiling, 

the faded blue outline of a pentagram on 

the floor. The tall ebony cabinet to her right 

and on the second shelf, the white marble 

elephant with black tusks. She’ll cough 

and pitch forward and her fingers will go 

around the figurine and into her purse, the 

elephant falling against the leather like a 

child floundering in snow.

“I don’t want children.” She’ll think of 

Amelia, brush her hands down the front of 

her skirt and shrug. “I’ve never wanted them.”

“You’re young.” This time the teller will 

turn, then sit at the table and spread her 

hands. Her smile will be quiet, but large. 

“The young always think they know.”

Sharon will laugh and pull out the other 

chair, a wrought-iron stool, part of a garage 

sale bistro set. The moulding will poke 

into her thighs and she’ll tap her nails on 

the glass of the table top. “I’m not young. 

I’m—”

“Thirty-seven. I know.” The teller will lay 

the cards out across the table as though for 

Her hair will be dark and the air will be 
thick with lavender and sweat. 
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solitaire. “Menopause when you’re fifty-

four. That’s seventeen years—plenty of 

time.”

“No. You don’t understand. I’m not 

even—”

“Which one is your lover?” the teller will 

ask, looking at the cards. “The dark-haired 

woman, or the blonde?”

“Shouldn’t you know?” The words will 

be sharper than Sharon intends. “I mean, 

this is your gig, isn’t it?”

The other woman will smile with her 

teeth. “Maybe. Hearts are not the only 

thing you’ve stolen here. She’s not for you.”

That’s when it will start, the deep thrum 

of panic in her abdomen. “Which one?”

“Either of them.” There will be nicotine 

spots on the teller’s fingers. “You’re going 

to marry a man. And you’ll meet him in 

two days.”

“But—”

“His name,” the teller will say, “will be 

Canaan. Like the promised land. Isn’t that 

beautiful?”

“Oh.” Words will desert her. Deep in her 

purse, the elephant will start to hum.
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NOT FOR SALE

by Justin Lawrence Daugherty

T
he man with the of-turquoise 

trucks says the watermelons 

are not for sale. His truck bed is 

illed with them and he won’t sell you one. 

He is tan and ive feet tall and his eyes are 

the brightest blue you might have ever seen 

and something in them makes you feel lost. 

Maura is across the street and inside your 

apartment, because her apartment is not 

to be lived in for the moment. It is overrun 

with brown recluse spiders. For a moment, 

Maura lived peacefully with them, shaking 

out shoes and telling them nice stories be-

fore she went to bed, so they would not get 

under the covers with her. You could love 

her, but you’re so unsure of the mechan-

ics. You tell the man with the watermelons 

about the spiders, how one day they were 

just there, and how your girlfriend want-

ed you to do something, anything, about 

them, but that you said there was nothing 

you could do, that you were just at a loss. 

Maura had seemed defeated. he man says, 

no, I don’t know what I will do with the wa-

termelons. hey will just spoil and rot there 

in the truck bed, you say, and you wonder 

how long it will be before Maura leaves. 

Fruit isn’t meant to last forever, you say. 

he man shrugs and gets in his truck. He 

turns the key. You catalogue the reasons you 

should love Maura as the watermelon man 

drives down the street. He hits the curb as 

he turns right and a melon tumbles out. It 

hits the concrete and only part of it splits 

open, a cracked egg. he man doesn’t stop. 

You could salvage the watermelon. You 

could take it to Maura and say, I got this for 

you, and isn’t it beautiful, but she wouldn’t 

understand all that you’ve done for her. She 

would only say there are dangerous spiders 

in everything she owns, in every bit of her 

life, and you would only be able to cut open 

the watermelon and let the insides spill out. 
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THE UNOFFICIAL 

CALCULATION 

MUSEUM

by Catriona Wright

+

G
eorge was worried about the 

calculators. They preferred 

a cool temperature, and the 

air conditioner—even after a few sound 

spanks—was only managing to wheeze. 

Not yet 9 a.m., it had already soared to 90 

Fahrenheit outside. George decided to call 

his sister, Laurel, and ask her to haul the 

rusty fan out of the garage. She didn’t an-

swer. Probably giving her right arm a work-

out at the slots, he thought. He considered 

driving home himself but hated the idea of 

opening late, especially since nowadays so 

many more patrons were enjoying his col-

lection of abacuses, slide rules, and calcula-

tors. This increase in interest had occurred 

after a young man dressed like George’s 

grandfather—bow tie, tweed blazer, circu-

lar spectacles, corncob pipe—had taken 

pictures of George and his museum for an 

Internet page about unusual things to see 

in the area.

-

Two hours and three failed phone calls to 

his sister later, George was busy showing 

off one of his gems to a young couple. Sweat 

gathered under his armpits and collar, so he 

allowed himself to loosen his blue necktie.

“Check out the wizard!” the girl said. “He 

looks high!” 

The calculator’s casing was predomi-

nantly orange with purple keys. The screen 

was surrounded by a purple cloud, below 

which there was a Santa Clausy wizard with 

his eyes closed. He was pointing up, light-

ning zigzagging from his fingers. 

“It’s called a Wiz-A-Tron,” George said, 

remembering both times he’d stolen it. 

The first: he pocketed it off the line at the 
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factory and spent the rest of the shift imag-

ining his sister’s reaction— her dimples big 

as hubcaps, a shriek of joy so loud it would 

set their mother’s budgie squawking. 

The second: he swiped 

it from one of his sister’s 

cardboard boxes a few 

days after she’d moved 

in just to see if she’d no-

tice, which she didn’t. 

She’d never truly appreciated it, anyway. 

Not all the calculators were acquired this 

way, but George’s favourites were. Never-

theless, he didn’t consider himself a thief, 

nor, he believed, did others see him this 

way. Stealing, in his experience, was simply 

the best method to cope with life’s disap-

pointments. 

“This place is surreal.” The boy spun 

around and George, confused by the re-

mark, tried to imagine what the room 

would look like from his perspective. 

He could see nothing surreal about it. It 

measured roughly thirty feet square, and 

George prided himself on its maintenance. 

The walls were honeysuckle white and the 

floors were waxed grey linoleum. Each cal-

culating tool had been lovingly hung with 

an accompanying description— model, 

make, year, sometimes a fun fact or two—

typed on a pink index 

card. George’s small desk 

stood opposite the door. 

Along the right wall 

were two boxy windows, 

one of which was mostly 

blocked by the useless air conditioner. They 

let in slashes of brightness, but overheads 

were still necessary to provide adequate 

reading light. 

“So this Wiz was for kids?” the girl asked. 

George tried not to stare too hard at the 

Nowadays so many more patrons were 
enjoying his collection of abacuses, slide 

rules, and calculators.
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tangerine blare of her lipstick. He didn’t 

understand her outfit: a loose, grubby 

ruffled pink dress, men’s loafers, and lime 

green socks. 

“Yes,” George said. “It’s similar to the  

Little Professor. But that one has a picture 

of a man with glasses under the screen. 

Both have the basic arithmetic functions. 

Add, subtract, multiply, divide.”

“Doesn’t this thing work?” The boy 

pointed at the air conditioner.  

“Not at the moment.” At what tempera-

ture would the calculators’ internal func-

tions be disrupted? The factory had been 

kept so frigid that George used to wear 

woolen socks and two or three extra under-

shirts beneath his uniform.

“Is it possible to open a window?” the 

boy said.

Wind smacked against the glass. 

“I’d rather not.”

“Andy, don’t you think we should do a 

documentary about this guy? Listen to this.” 

She read from an index card. Her voice be-

came slanted and loud, on the edge of laugh-

ter. “Wiz-A-Tron helped my sister appreciate 

the joy of long division and was instrumental 

in enabling her to achieve a C+ in grade-four 

arithmetic. Fabulous, right? So earnest.”

“It’s literally 10 trillion degrees in here, 

Sharon. How are you not dying?” The boy’s 

thumbs twitched over a tiny screen. “Damn, 

no reception.”

“Some like it hot.”

Do they think I can’t hear them? George 

wondered. And what was so funny about 

Stealing , in his experience, was simply 
the best method to cope with life’s 
disappointments. 
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his sister getting a C+? He was starting to 

tire of this parade of young people, their 

assumptions, their seeming disinterest in 

calculators, their tattoos and stretched ear-

lobes. Why were they even here? 

“Wait.” Sharon had moved toward the  

TI-108 and was leaning toward the expla-

nation.  “This lovely piece is unusual for its 

bright blue casing , a colour I’d only ever seen 

before in my sister’s eyes.”

“Kinky,” Andy said, then turned to 

George. “Why do you only write stuff about 

your sister, dude?”

George was about to say something 

when there was a loud jangle and the door 

swung open. Clouds of rust-coloured sand 

ballooned through the shop. George rushed 

into the chaos. He lung his arms open as 

though in a hug. Not my babies, he thought 

as he hopped up and down, praying his body 

could catch all the particles.

From within the haze a snout appeared, 

then two satiny ears, inally a mane of gold-

and-pink sequins. A horse’s head emblazoned 

on his sister’s good-luck sweater. She held a 

Big Gulp cup in her shaking let hand. Quar-

ters spilled out, plinking across the loor. 

“The world is going to hell in a hand 

basket,” she said as sand drifted onto the 

floor, coating George’s bald head, the boy’s 

thick glasses, and the girl’s freckled shoul-

ders. 

He trembled with the thought of turning 

around and seeing the damage. Why would 

she open the door if she so much as sus-

pected it might send sand swirling through 

his dream? Orange tears slid around his 

wrinkles. His sister could be such a thought-

less bitch.

×

Wiz-A-Tron helped my sister 
appreciate the joy of long division.
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George’s blood felt thin and hot inside his 

body. He should have put his collection  

behind glass, but he wanted people to feel 

close to the calculators. They weren’t scary 

at all, not even the scientific and graphing 

ones. Not if you took the time to read the 

manuals. Got to know them. 

He remembered sneaking up on eight-

year-old Laurel as she sat cross-legged in 

the living room, holding the Wiz-A-Tron 

upright in one hand and a naked Barbie in 

the other. 

“You’re so smart,” she said, jostling the 

Barbie up and down. “I love smart men. 

Let’s kiss.” She mashed the calculator and 

the Barbie together.  

“I don’t think that’s how you use a calcu-

lator,” he said.  

Unembarrassed by his sudden appear-

ance, she continued directing her eccen-

trically cast love scene. “Yes, but it’s why 

you use one.”

It saddened and angered George to think 

of his sister when she was still young and 

full of potential, a cheeky girl who starred 

in school plays and wrote an advice column 

for the paper under the pseudonym Loretta 

Lovely. All that changed when she strutted 

into her first casino at eighteen on the arm 

of their married neighbour. She never did 

find a smart man of her own, settling instead 

for machines. Dumb ones, at that. Rather 

than answers or love, they provided whirls 

of apples, oranges, bananas, and cherries.

To sate her addiction she’d spent all her 

inheritance, maxed out ten credit cards. 

She was always demanding money, even 

though he’d already let her move in with 

him; and besides, he was surviving on a 

pension and had the museum to keep up. It 

hey weren’t scary at all, not even the 
scientiic and graphing ones.
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was disgraceful. But there was no solution 

as far as he could see. Therapy, self-help 

seminars, teary interventions: none of it 

worked. At least his calculators responded 

to his love, were their best selves around 

him as long as he took the time to ask them 

some questions every so often.

÷
George began his inspection. The dam-

age was extensive but not total. He blew 

on the casing of a T1-30 and could almost 

feel its weight in his pocket. He’d filched 

it the same day Laurel had graduated high 

school. Same night, that is. He’d begged for 

a night shift so that he could make it to the 

ceremony. 

“Georgie Porgie,” Laurel said. “Aren’t you 

going to ask me why the world’s going to 

hell in a hand basket?”

“Are you the famous sister?” Andy said.

Laurel grinned, seemingly unfazed by the 

question. “The famousest. You want my au-

tograph, sugar lips?”

“I adore your equine shirt,” Sharon said 

loudly. 

“Thanks, sweetie,” Laurel said. “It’s my 

Jackpot shirt.”

George tried to ignore the others and 

concentrate on making the rounds. Noth-

ing could save the HP-38E, but it wasn’t one 

of his favourites. “At least dust can’t mess 

up the slide rules and abacuses too badly,” 

he said out loud, without meaning to.

“Too true, brother,” Laurel said. “Darn, 

I’m sweating like a hog.”

“Sharon, let’s go,” Andy said, moving to-

ward George and the door. “This scene is 

starting to sketch me out.”

“Where did you get your shirt?” Sharon 

The Wiz-A-Tron upright in one hand 
and a naked Barbie in the other.
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said. “That horse is just so perfect. It would 

be fierce on my style blog. I wish I had my 

camera. Would you model for me?”

“On one condition,” Laurel said. 

“Condition?”

“Sweet cheeks has to be there, too.”

“Who?”

“Him.”

At this both Andy and George turned to 

see Laurel pointing in their direction. She 

winked her spidery eyelashes and blew a 

kiss, wiping the residual lipstick, a frosty 

pink, on the back pocket of her jeans. 

George felt his cheeks heat up. He was em-

barrassed, he told himself, because of his 

sister’s vulgarity. 

“Leave me out of this,” Andy said. “I’m 

going.”

“You can’t go out there,” Laurel said. 

“There’s a tornado.”

George dropped the calculator he was 

holding, a TI-56, and it clacked 

on the floor. “What’s wrong with 

you? Why didn’t you say so?”

“I did. World. Going to hell. 

Hand basket.”

“Where is it headed? Is it just a 

warning? Should we be going elsewhere? 

You are unbelievable.”

“Well, excuse me for living. Al at the ca-

sino told me. That’s why I came here: to 

save you.”

The boy had his cell phone in his hand. 

He jabbed at the glowing screen. “Still no 

reception. Do you have a computer? We 

could check the news.”

“No,” George said.

“Isn’t this a calculation museum?”

“We have to open the windows,” Sharon 

said. “That’s what you do in case of a tor-

nado, right?”

“Honey pie, do you recall my entrance?” 

Everyone stood in silence, 
sweating in the direction 

of the door.
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Laurel shook her cup. “We’ll be getting big 

gulps of grit if we do that.” 

“Shouldn’t we all be getting under the 

desk or going to a shelter, like in a school 

drill?”

“No shelter here,” Laurel said. “And if you 

think a desk’s going to save you, you’re even 

more naïve than you look.”

“We have to do something,” the boy said. 

“I can’t stay here.”

“I’m kind of scared,” the girl said. 

Everyone stood in silence, sweating in 

the direction of the door.

After a while George rummaged behind 

his desk and found a box and two rolls of 

toilet paper. He began removing the cal-

culators from the wall, wrapping them and 

depositing them in the box. He would deal 

with the dust 

later. Sharon 

and Andy con-

ferred shrilly in a corner, and Laurel headed 

for the back. The office chair let out an ac-

commodating groan as she plopped herself 

on it and began counting out her winnings 

on the desk.

The wind bansheed outside. Granules 

scraped the glass. It was soothing, this put-

ting away. It was as if he were on the line. 

Routine can be deeply therapeutic, he 

mused. Maybe that’s why Laurel likes her 

damn slots so much.

“Can we re-enact this for the documen-

tary?” Sharon said loudly. “I don’t really go 

for re-enactments but this is wild.”

“Sharon, you are too obsessed with your 

camera,” Andy said.  “It’s like you’re a witch 

and the camera’s your familiar.”

“I’m just making conversation so I don’t 

have to think about how nature is trying to 

fling us to Oz right now. And at least I don’t 

have a cell phone as a Siamese twin.”

Were he and Laurel guilty of this couple’s 

terrible pettiness? George asked himself. Is 

a camera to a cell phone as a slot machine 

Routine can be deeply therapeutic.
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is to a calculator?

Sharon sulked, and Andy, perhaps bored 

with her, walked over to Laurel. “So are you 

one of the owners of this place?”

“Do I look like a cuckoo calculator nut to 

you?” The table was now covered in little 

piles of quarters, like silver buttons against 

the dark brown.

“Uh.” He left his mouth open.

“Don’t answer, handsome.” Laurel 

pinched the boy’s cheek, fuchsia talons dig-

ging into freckled flesh. “Just keeping look-

ing pretty and we’ll get through this mess 

together. Damn, I’m sweating like a rooster 

in a hen house.” Using a folded-up mu-

seum pamphlet, she fanned extravagantly 

beneath her armpits, causing the horse on 

her shirt to nod.

Andy rubbed his violated skin and took a 

step away just 

as George felt 

a tap on his 

back. 

“What’s an imaginary budget?” Sharon 

asked. She twirled her blond hair around 

her inger, and when she removed it, the 

hair remained in a frizzy helix.

“I’m sorry about my sister,” George stam-

mered. “She can be too, too overly intimate 

with people. She shouldn’t….”

“Who cares?” She rolled her eyes. “Andy 

can be too overly obnox ious with people. 

I want to hear more about this imaginary 

budget business.” She pointed at a TI-99, 

which George had stolen the day Laurel 

got her braces off. “See this card thingy says 

Mother would use this calculator to create 

imaginary budgets in order to teach my sister 

about finances.”

“Ha!” Laurel snorted. “Imaginary schma-

maginary.”

Something large slapped the glass, mo-

mentarily obscuring the light. The girl 

yelped.

Is a camera to a cell phone as a slot 
machine is to a calculator?
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“It’s essentially a dream budget,” George 

said, not knowing how to reassure her. “You 

know, if she ever got rich, the things she 

would buy.”

“Like?”

“Jewelry, perfume, things she heard about 

on the radio or read about in magazines. 

Women’s stuff.”

“What a crock of shit,” Laurel said.

“Excuse me,” George said, “but could you 

please stop terrorizing my patrons?”

“Mother wasn’t making imaginary bud-

gets.”

“You’ll have to forgive my sister. She’s not 

well.”

Sharon shuffled toward Andy as Laurel 

continued to speak. “She was adding up the 

damage of another spending spree, sooth-

ing herself that 

her debt wasn’t 

that bad and she 

deserved it and 

she had worked 

for years and any 

day now Dad would get back and her debt 

would disappear and they’d waltz off into 

the sunset.”

“Why do you have to be so nasty? She was 

a good woman. She had her problems.”

“Understatement of the millennium.”

“Well.” George wished he were the kind 

of person who could walk over to the desk 

and push the quarters to the loor in a glit-

tering waterfall. But he just wasn’t that kind 

of guy, so instead he mumbled, “You’re just 

like her.”

“Duh.”  

Taken by surprise, George took several 

steps toward Laurel, and answered loudly, 

“Doesn’t that bother you?” 

“What bothers me is that you let me get 

away with it.”

A shiny purple rectangle lay on 
the floor between them, as though 
it were a shared organ.
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George rounded the desk. “It’s not my job 

to ix your life. I’m not your father.”

“Ever heard of deodorant?” She fanned 

her nostrils. “You’re not my boyfriend ei-

ther, you know. I never asked you for any of 

this.” Opening both arms wide, she raised 

her chin and glanced brusquely around the 

room.

He faltered back, nearly tripping. he di-

mensions of the museum seemed to shit, 

becoming larger then smaller. What was she 

talking about? What was he to her? Room-

mate. Bank. She was ungrateful, that was all. 

She didn’t love him enough.

When his eyes began to refocus, he no-

ticed Sharon and Andy huddled in the centre 

of the room. A shiny purple rectangle lay on 

the loor between them, as though it were a 

shared organ, with twin white cords leading 

to twin white earphones that were plugged 

into twin brains. George envied them. Lov-

ers, that’s what they were, protecting each 

other from nature’s malice.

he air conditioner burbled. A thin tick-

ertape of smoke loated between the grilles. 

George took a deep breath and walked for-

ward to investigate, glad to have something 

concrete to do ater all that nonsense with 

his sister. He felt a tug on his arm as Laurel 

yanked him backwards.

He fell to the loor. “Laurel, you can’t 

keep—”

Orange and yellow sparks. Black purple 

smear. Acrid tang of burnt plastic. All the 

heat of the day condensed into one moment 

as the damn machine exploded.

=
A week later, the museum, untouched by the 

tornado, had lost most of one wall in the air 

conditioner blast, but that was nothing com-

pared to the natural-disaster damage sufered 

by the town. he casino had been reduced to 

a heap of still-blinking lights and overturned 

card tables; red and blue chips had soared as 

far as a mile away. Half of George’s house was 

gone. Couches, smashed computers, books, 

and broken glass clogged the streets. Young 
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men and women stalked through the debris 

pointing their enormous lenses at eyeless 

teddy bears and dead goldish. Power cords 

hung like snakes from branches.

hough George had not managed to 

save his eyelashes—they’d fallen of in the 

blast—he’d managed to save the majority of 

his calculators and had hopes to start a new 

museum soon. His sister claimed to want to 

help. Neither of them had ever mentioned 

the ight again; they never liked to relive this 

kind of unpleasantness. She felt itchy these 

days, she told him. No slots to keep the hands 

occupied. Not even a working computer to 

gamble online. He said he understood.

He’d been lucky, he told everyone.

Lucky, yes, but not entirely. He’d lost many 

of his most beloved calculators, and worst of 

all he’d never been able to ind the Wiz-A-

Tron. It wasn’t in the box, and it wasn’t in 

the charred mess let at the museum.

“What do you think happened to it?” he 

asked Laurel one morning as they drove 

slowly through the wreckage, scouting big-

ger locations for the new museum. 

“Maybe it was stolen.”

“By who?”

“hat couple obviously. hat chick had a 

shity look about her. She probably slipped 

it into her pocket.”

“She didn’t seem the stealing type,” 

George said.

“Are you kidding me? And that boyfriend 

of hers. What a clown.”

“I thought he was just your type,” George 

teased.

Laurel smacked him playfully.  “I’ve got to 

admit that girl had taste. She loved my Jack-

pot shirt, didn’t she? Wanted me to be in a 

magazine. It must’ve been her. Not that I’m 

blame gaming. Who could resist?  It’s prety 

much the world’s best calculator.”

George glanced over at his litle sister, 

and although he would later doubt himself, 

would wonder if he was projecting or think-

ing wishfully, at that moment he swore he 

saw, poking out of his sister’s purse, a plastic 

orange angle. A wizard’s eyes, serenely shut.
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CONSTRUCTION

by André Babyn

M
y father was the ghostly 

voice in the background of 

baseball radio broadcasts. 

He was the engineer, the technical wizard, 

the third man in the booth, and acknowl-

edged once at the beginning and the end 

of the program. Otherwise the edge of his 

voice could be heard only whenever one of 

the old melancholy men calling the game 

made a joke, cuting into the broadcast with 

his sharp cough of a laugh.

When I was young his job was a kind of 

currency but it wasn’t currency enough to 

stop the other boys from hassling me in class, 

on the playground, in the bathroom, corner-

ing me in a stall, the seat-rim lined with shit, 

darting with permanent markers to connect 

my freckles while they chanted and swore, or 

ambushing me with wet toilet paper at the 

sink to watch as it splatered and stuck to my 

clothing. 

My face was always sweating and trans-

lucent, pert with baby fat, and other kinds 

besides. I walked with a pillow-limbed awk-

wardness. hey had all kinds of names for 

me: Piggy, Hilda, Rosie (the later ater a 

cow we’d watched comme ci, comme ça us in 

French class).

My entire family was large. Our appetites 

waited for no meal, but our lives were or-

ganized to some extent by mealtime, when 

we sat shoulder to shoulder at the table and 

communioned our bodies together. Our 

hands and mouths worked in tandem as we 

performed the sacrament for our hurried re-

ligion, rarely heeding what was in front of 

us. In malls, parking lots, and grocery stores, 

we were always identiied familially by our 

cookie-jar exaggerated largeness, our sot 

aura of pig fat, and our matching high jeans 

that made us look like ’70s-styled catle. 

And then our father shamed us into health, 

all of us.
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***

When I was taunted there was nothing else 

to do but act true to my nature and kick back 

dirt, dig my Piggy snout in something. In 

those awful grades I was lucky that they hired 

helpers in the library at lunch to pile books 

and push the carts. In quiet times—which 

were always—I would stack books I wanted 

to read on one cart and circle it, elbows 

pushing it in every direction, head tilted in 

whatever I was reading. In that library I dis-

covered Tolkien, King, and Dickens. In the 

later ones my principle discovery was Joyce. 

Anything to turn my thoughts from weath-

ering silently the spitballs ired at me during 

class. 

One of the old matrons who ran the library 

in her beige and pink inery used to bring me 

new books whenever I exhausted the current 

stack. With tea in hand she passed through 

our quiet ward atending to us all silently 

and shunting out the bad ones when they 

came in snickering and prowly. I am greatly 

indebted to—whatever her name was. But it 

was because of her that I grew into what I am 

now. 

Which is, to say, just that. 

***

It was spring training. My father was in the 

bleachers of one of those podunk support 

parks that are barely ield and stand. Siting 

on one of the lower benches, he was bumped 

by a minor-league third baseman chasing 

down a foul. My father spilled his sandwich 

(a not-uncharacteristic baloney, processed 

We were always identiied familially by 

our cookie-jar exaggerated largeness.
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cheese, and ketchup) all over himself. 

He always said it was the knowing laugh of 

the minor leaguer as he sauntered back, ball 

in hand. As if my father was nothing more 

than his weight, what it signiied.

He enrolled in itness classes at the Y, 

started swimming regularly, took salads 

(without the mayonnaise) for lunch. Watch-

ing his rise to health I think we all felt let 

behind, as if he’d taken a part of all of us and 

discarded it with his old suits. 

Yes, in time, it helped us. We’d seen it done. 

My brothers irst, and then my sisters. My 

mother, even. I was the last. It hurt to have a 

it father, a it family.

Every body but mine was a lie. 

***

When my father died I was giving a paper 

in Chicago. I don’t remember on what—on 

Joyce, of course; on, I think, Portrait, on its 

structure—and the organizers didn’t want to 

interrupt me at the podium. I took the call—

still lushed from the polite applause and the 

sight of all of those twinkling eyeglasses in 

the auditorium’s half-darkness—backstage, 

in a private room litle more than a chair and 

a table for the phone. 

On the way back to the hotel I turned 

the radio of and tried to feel something. I 

thought that I should be crying. 

I knew I had to get to the river. hat’s 

where the hotel was. But every time I pulled 

onto a street that seemed like it was going in 

the right direction the end was blocked of 

by traic cones, by hydraulic digging arms 

pulling up the asphalt. he streets were like 

a maze. I turned the radio back on. I pulled 

over. he traic reporter said something 

meaningless in her cheerful Midwestern ac-

cent. I got out of the car. I let it running. 

he sidewalk was grey and hard but I found 

that I could read there.
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DOUGIE AND 

BRUCE AND 

CHELONII

by Nadia Ragbar

B
eing joined at the waist meant, 

among many other things, that 

the twins had to innovate ways to 

afford one another a little space. Though 

they couldn’t ignore what was going on 

with the other, it was sometimes neces-

sary to turn a blind eye. They each knew 

when something would not be spoken of; 

when neither would judge nor harbour re-

sentment. It was an elegant system that al-

lowed Bruce or Dougie to erect a scaffold-

ing of privacy between themselves where 

none naturally existed.

Dougie lost his virginity at the end of 

high school with Corrine Dumont. Cor-

rine was a nice girl but had long accepted 

herself to be ugly and unremarkable. She 

read science fiction with an insatiable ap-

petite and wanted to become a veterinar-

ian. She only listened to oldies music on 

AM radio, and categori-

cally hated all teenagers for 

their stupidity and seem-

ing lack of a moral com-

pass. Corrine felt every last 

person in her high school, 

be they a student or faculty member, to be 

dimmer than her ten-year-old pet turtle, 

Chelonii. She had spent the year sitting in 

front of Dougie and Bruce in English. Dou-

gie was impressed by the fact that Corrine 

answered questions with a lot of sass but 

without being a smart alec. She was sent 

to the office for calling their teacher an 

imperialist when he spent a week forcing 

the class to relearn how to use commas 

Corrine answered questions 
with a lot of sass but  

without being a smart alec.
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properly. Dougie asked her if she was go-

ing to the ‘Instead of Bullshit Prom’ bon-

fire at the Cassidys’ farm. She hadn’t been 

planning on it but reconsidered when 

Dougie asked her to. 

After school that day Dougie and Bruce 

took a long walk around their dad’s field, 

with Dougie playing out a few likely sce-

narios between him 

and Corrine. He 

had wanted Bruce to 

also ask someone to 

the bonfire, so they 

could double date. 

He suggested asking Corrine’s friend (the 

one with the headgear) but she was a grade 

younger so they never had any classes 

with her, and neither could remember her 

name.

Bruce was worried about having some-

thing else to do while Dougie was oth-

erwise occupied. He settled on making 

sure he was never without his Walkman, 

reassuring Dougie that he was completely 

fine with anything Doug wanted to do; he 

was perfectly happy not doing it yet. They 

both agreed that it would be best if they 

did it for the first time separately rather 

than both at once. This was for the girls, 

who they wanted to make sure didn’t feel 

too weird about it, and for themselves, 

because they weren’t exactly sure how the 

logistics were going to work out yet. Dou-

gie felt pretty good about their talk, and 

they went back 

in the house to 

find fresh bat-

teries for Bruce’s 

Walkman.

That night 

Bruce surprised himself by having fun at 

the party. About 45 kids decided not to 

Though they couldn’t ignore what was going 
on with the other, it was sometimes necessary 

to turn a blind eye.
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go to the prom, and there were all sorts of 

people Bruce didn’t expect to see there. 

Bruce talked for a long time with Elroy 

Wynch, who loved being running back 

for the Vikings and also loved to play the 

tuba. Elroy explained in great detail while 

taking swigs out of his flask, and then 

passing it to Bruce, that after high school 

his plan was to be the first guy in history 

to simultaneously play on the football 

team and in the marching band. Bruce 

was warmed by the rye in Elroy’s flask and 

wished that they had talked at least once 

at school in the past five years. No matter, 

Elroy clapped him on the back and said, 

he had always wished they’d tried out for 

the team. They could’ve made one helluva 

linebacker.

Corrine was also having a better time 

than she would ever admit to. Dougie was 

trying to convince her that his obsession 

with boxing wasn’t actually barbaric—that 

there was grace and nobility and skill to it. 

Bodies didn’t lie; there was something very 

honest about the body. He demonstrated 

his point by coaxing her into punching 

him in the arm as hard as she could. She 

was uncommonly strong and blushed like 

mad. Corrine was thrilled to be sitting out 

in the dark with other kids, facing a dan-

gerously large fire. Sparks rose up, disap-

pearing to stars. Dougie reached out for 

Corrine’s hand, and she let him take it. 

Nothing happened that night between 

Dougie and Corrine except they kissed 

for a long time after she drove the twins 

home in her parents’ car. She was sitting 

behind the wheel and Dougie leaned in 

through the window. Bruce was pressed 

face-first flat against the car, drunk and 

Bodies didn’t lie; there was something 
very honest about the body. 
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drumming the roof with his right hand, 

singing along to Simon and Garfunkle 

on his Walkman.

Corrine was leaving in two weeks for 

a summer aquatic ecology leadership 

course in Tampa. She and Dougie had 

sex a week after the bonfire. Corrine 

picked the twins up and they drove 

around, eating candy and pretzels that 

she grabbed from her parents’ pantry. 

Dougie had snuck out an almost-empty 

bottle of scotch, but he let Bruce have 

most of it. They drove around until her 

parents were sure to have left for the 

Maxwells’ dinner party, and then they 

went back to Corrine’s. She could have 

introduced them to her parents and said 

they were all going to watch a movie, 

but she was suddenly feeling guarded, 

and preferred to avoid having to talk 

about the twins with her parents in the 

morning when she would inevitably be 

interrogated about the movie, and the 

boys, and how their grades were, and 

how long they had been friends, and 

what their plans were for the future, 

and how they liked being joined, and 

all.

Corrine’s room was painted a colour 

she called “mantis” but Dougie called 

“green.” She felt certain Chelonii liked 

the twins and approved of her choice. 

She assured them that they would have 

known it for sure if Chelonii didn’t like 

them. The boys had no idea what she 

meant exactly and just sat on the edge 

of the bed, staring down at the turtle 

and nodding their heads. Dougie was 

perfectly giddy; Bruce put his head-

phones on and closed his eyes. Cor-

rine exhaled a deep breath, took off her 

T-shirt, and let Dougie touch her tiny 

breasts with his left hand.



Band-Aid

You pulled my hair because you care.

Sufering won’t make me beautiful, like the girls

buying menthol chest rub at the pharmacy, 

or the trees that drop used band-aids everywhere

then feign death for a season—the dog wants out

to rewrite his initials on their trunks.

I grind my teeth not knowing what to say to you.

We met and you let with one of my kidneys.

On Wednesdays I go through the bargain bin

and what’s let in there I take for lunch: thorn oil

for my ruptured cyst and beauty cream for ugliness.

Does aspirin make you think of me?

I’m standing in the skincare aisle remembering

our trip to Montreal. How laughing uncontrollably

you opened the bathroom door on your face.

he pharmacist was taken with your bruise.

She pulled you near to ask if I had hurt you.

POEMS
by Bardia Sinaee
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Ode on the Contrary

Dear Doris who iles her nails

behind the service desk and whose

handbag smells like Big-Macs,

I never wrote that metaphor for you.

I’ve been busy with my hammer

making round things lat,

arrows out of spoons, black jelly

from economies of ants.

People’s heads keep falling of

when they poke them out of windows

to complain. One day it’ll all run out:

the castle door’s old waltz-about hinges,

the war horns and ketchup guns,

those piggly wigs on Bald Street

hogging all the sun. O Doris,

Doris, driver of Taurus,

patron of lora and fauna and forest,

I love you as a lemon tree

watches lemons hatch.

Why else bother saving spit

when men with devil horns and turd cigars

would purchase the end of a poem

just to say it isn’t true?

I’d sell it to them, too.
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Please Call Control

he spaceship I’d been working on forever

failed to launch and I was subject

to someone else’s great experiment,

the early morning subways packed

like rolls of dimes. Everything already

comes in pills: erections, sleep,

that leeting feeling before waking life

dismantles the dream of forgiveness.

Like any highway, my dreamscape

is punctuated by orange cones.

I used to keep my heart behind a velvet rope

as if love was a museum, then I gave

my heart away wholesale and got back

a lumpy counterfeit.

Look close and everything is scafolded.

Poetry’s a sugar pill, the moon

is a porthole, stars are gas escaping,

gut-wrenching love is gas escaping.

I stared too long at the sun

and someone else’s voice rang in my head:

“Move along,” it said. “Nothing to see here.”
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Snow Day

In the second act a linebacker named Chad

chases our pubescent hero up a tree.

How now will he tell

that freckled fawn from the bus stop

he stole her bike out of love?

Toothless are the smiten daughter’s threats

to run away, toothless baby brother

still confusing P’s and K’s.

Oh, the disordered furniture of days at home!

Windstorm, blackout, snow squall making everything

try on its ermine hat.

Children tease the breathless candle lames.

Children stage a wedding

for the lampshade and the fern.
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Something’s Antenna

he gossipy hen will always lay,

error always inds its way

and my projected self

will always turn to see me fall.

Time has always been

a jealous lover, an old lame

in the earth’s core wanting

everything back: bloody busted

kitchen stool; eyes welled up

with schools of minnows;

a throbbing you could it a lake in;

me the writhing bait

not taken; feeling simulated,

beta tested; pages turning

in the wind. 

he creaky trees

all put up their hands

to transmit incident reports.

he friends unfurl a grassy backdrop.

he loved ones usher in

a goat to chew the scenery.

he lips never really quite

touch when they say love.
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